Dale Allen Hoffman is an ancient Aramaic wisdom keeper, mystic and energetic healer sharing long-suppressed ancient secrets and healing modalities.

Dale is the only soul on earth sharing a living, breathing vision of the original Aramaic Yeshua (Jesus) and Maaryam Magdalitha (Mary Magdalene) energetic alchemy wisdom from the Biblical, Gnostic and Mystery School philosophies as one pure revelation. His work awakens the profound transformational qualities of consciously intoned ancient and indigenous sounds, tones and languages on activating lucid states of alert, ecstatic Presence within a matter of seconds. Dale's focus is not simply on words or languages, but rather on the Gnostic experiential core of how to consciously live a richly mystical life from the inside out. He is not simply a translator as much as he is an activator – a healing voice for awakening, much like Coleman Barks is for the poetry of Jalal ad-Din Rumi.

Dale’s sincerity burns away the veils of religion, theology, linguistics and mythology with the pure intent of revealing the direct, transformational flame at the heart of the world’s great philosophies. He travels internationally sharing the rich spiritual wisdom which has been veiled beneath almost two millennia of misunderstandings, skewed translations, intentional manipulation and a general lack of spiritual perception. Dale has published numerous audio and video programs and is author of the book "Echoes of an Ancient Dream: Aramaic Toning on the Path of Light" released on November 15th, 2015 rocketed to the Number One position in multiple genres on Amazon within hours of its release.
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